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“EVERY LANTERNIST SHOULD
BE A PHOTOGRAPHER.
Nothing is more taking than a few local views shewn
upon # sheet during a lecture.
‘This is the very Camera
for the lanternist.
Two

Cameras

in one.

A New

Departure.

Will take 24 Quarter Plate or 12 Stereoscopic

Negatives.

This Camera is made to take 2 packs, each of 12 4plates.
Each pack is in a separate magazine, actuated
by a separate release, and having separate indicators, so
that the Camera is always ready to take either Stereo-

scopic or Single Pictures as desired, and in any rotation.
Six exposures may, for instance, he }-plates and the
seventh a stereoscopic—then either more stereo exposures
or }-plates can follow on.
It has two Finders and Time
and Instantaneous Shutter.
Covered in Keratol.
A Stereoscopic negative or a 3-plate one is suited
for producing Lantern Slides direct by contact printing.
Send £3 3s. Od. and V’ll send the Camera and everything necessary to begin work with, Instruction Book
and all complete.

W. TYLAR, 41, High St., Aston, BIRMINGHAM.
NEW

PATTERN

The “UNIVERSAL” Electric Are Lamp,
For OPTICAL

LANTERNS.

£sd

‘*Universal”

Hand-Feed

Lanterns, as

above, with

Are

Lamp

adjustments (see

Fig. 6378) but without adjusting tray
New

Adjusting Tray, for ditto...

Switch (Silent), for ditto on Slate bed
New

Lantern

‘BRAHAM

Supplementary

NEWTON

& Go.,

List of Lanterns,

cect: ec

His Majesty the King.

Apparatus

for
...

3

ae,
..

010

and Slide Catalogue just published,
Illustrated, 6 stamps.
and

Slides,

Post Free.

= «3, Fleet Street,

London.
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Cinematograph Jet.

= ABSOLUTELY
SAFE.

&a

10 OXYCEN
-

CYLIROER

“GATURATOR

x

*

No special skill
required. —

It is filled like a
lamp, and is as
easily managed.

A boon to Lanternists

struggle

who

with

2,000

now

The

in-

Candle

Gwyer

Power.

High-Power

Jets are

now used by all the principal lantern-

ferior compressed || jcts,
coal gas.

|

x“ «*
CATALOGUE

FREE,

Silent and Economical, yet capable

of giving more light than any other jet.

giving useful hints on the management

of Limelight.

FREE

1 RIAL

allowed.

J. S. WILLWAY & SONS, St. Augustine’s, BRISTOL.
THE

“INJECTOR”
(JACKSON’S

_—<\ PRICE

MIXED

JET.

PATENT),

3OoOs.
—

HIS is the only Mixed Gas Jet which will work at full ~
power with coal gas taken direct from the town supply,
and oxygen from a cylinder.
In order to effect this the
oxygen, on its way to the mixing chamber, is made to pass
through the small Injector | in the sketch at a pressure of
about 12 Ibs, per square inch. In passing through the
Injector it sucks a supply of coal gas from the pipe H,
which is connected with the house pipe, and forces it
forward through the short pipe T into the mixing chamber
M.

Here the mixed gases

meet

the baffle plate B, which

has the two-fold effect of silencing the passage of the
gases, and ensuring their complete admixture.
The mixed
"gases then pass through holes in the edge of the plate, and so to the burner.
The requisite pressure of oxygen is
obtained in the ordinary way by a fine tap on the cylinder, or an automatc regulator fitted with a high-pressure
spring to deliver at about 15 Ibs. pressure.

The superiority of this Jet over all others remains fully established. It will yield THE FULL 1,800 TO
2,000 CANDLE-POWER (so-called) of the ordinary mixed jet when taking its supply of coal gas direct from

J the town’s pipe, or even from a bag without any pressure at ali. Ifa town’s supply is not available, it will work
Just as well with coal‘gas from a cylinder.
We cannot see why ordinary mixed jets should be purchased which
cannot offer these alternatives. As for blow-through jets, ejector or otherwise, we do not know why they should
be used at all, when with the same economy and convenience of working, the Injector Jet will give two or three
times the
light. By re-moving the Injector nipple the jet becomes an ordinary mixed jet. This can be done whenever it is
desired to
work with oxygen at low pressure, and coal gas from a cylinder.
:
The working of the Jet is simpler than that of an ordinary Jet. When the H tap is once adjusted, it does not need
to
be touched again when using towns gas.
The turning off or on of the oxygen supply regulates automatically the supply of

coal gas.

‘This is a great convenience in actual use.

:

Most existing jets can be fitted with an Injector to enable them to take their coal gas supply from the house pipe.
The Jet will in certain cases be sent on approval on deposit of purchase price. Further particulars free
on application to
MANCHESTER
OXYGEN
(Brin’s
Patent)
co.,
LTD.,

GREAT

MARLBOROUGH

STREET,

MANCHESTER.
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it ought to be

Lecturing.

the Journal

for Lecturers,

It was our intention to publish a lst of
prominent lecturers who cater for the wants of
suburban

3 additional

Institutes

and

Societies,

on

similar

lines to the Lanternists’ Register, but most of
those we approached were tied to Lecture
Agencies who prohibit them from publishing

month.

All cheques and postal orders to be nade payable’ to the
Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.

American Agents :—The International News Co.,
88 and 85, Duane Street, New York City.

H

our number is legion now-a-days and we ought
to use some medium for communication with one
another.”

3 0
&¢, (not

of the

Hill, E.C.

An esteemed correspondent writes: ‘A copy
of your Journal being handed to me has made me

must reach the office not
the 20th

of the Journal

KEM

our

Lectures

Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—
12 months
eis
sit
ns
3/Advertisements (Scale of Charges), displayed :—
£os d.

”
»
9» &
EXcHANGS
Column,
Trade)—
:

To

from all Newsvendors,

Railway News Stalls, Photographic

—TRADE

Street,
Ludgate

ee

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic
Finlarger is issued on the Ist of every month, price
Twopence,

the

can obtain copies
from
F. BRETT,

Register

Post Sree 3d.

READERS...

...and

$2

An Important Point in Law
Speciuiziation
sd

2d.

©

names and addresses.
Our columns are always open for the advancement and elevation of lantern exhibitions, and if
lecturers

would

insist

upon having

their slides
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shown by capable men with good apparatus,
a great deal of the apathy on part of the public
would be swept away, the tendency is to

of ‘““ Hurman,

patronise

by Mr. Mansfield and cordially received.
After the toast to the Press and Chairman was
proposed and honoured, a most enjoyable evening

concerts,

negro,

or pierrot

entertain-

ments, to the exclusion of really good lectures.
Societies ure willing to pay lecturers from £5 ds.

Limited,” which was responded to

by Mr. Hurman and the Chairman.

The health

of the Dublin Manager, Mr. West, was

proposed

to £15 14s. fecs, they then look round for the
cheapest man they can get to illuminate the

was brought to a close.

slides, forgetting that the success of the lecture
depends in a large measure on the manner in
which they ave shown.
The remedy is in the
hands of the lecturers, and we hope that in
making thelr next season’s engagements they

welcomed as a boon by all connected with the
photographic trade in Ireland, and from all parts

will make a point of this; and see in future

that

The

coming

of Hurman,

Limited,

has

been

of the country they have received letters of
congratulation.
They provide a dark room for
the use of amateurs, and undertake to demonstrate the manipulation of various photographic

good shdes are not spoilt by bad lantern manipulation.
Lecturers should during the present summer
overhaul their slides, and in many instances smash

cameras and papers, etc., free.

half ov even two-thirds of their present stock and
replenish them with more up-to-date, crisp and
clean slides.
Let them trust their negatives to
some of the collodion slide makers while the
Weather is bright, and their audiences next
season will shew greater appreciation of their
trouble in taking the negatives.
We know it is
nice to say : “I took these negatives and made
the slides.”
The slides may be good of the sort,

under the auspices of the Club was delivered at
the Mechanics’ Institution, on March 31st, by
Mr. Charles Allen Ferneley, on “Tramps with
the Camera in Thoroton’s Land.”
Mr. W. S.
Tillis presided.
The places visited and illustrated
included St. Mary’s Church and the Castle,

but’ the sort ts not quality.

We would also like

to appeal for a little more consideration of the
audience who do not want a surfeit of pictures.
It is getting to be a very common practice to
boast of having 200, 250 or 300 slides put through
the lantern in the course of the lecture.(?)
Our
ideal of a lecture is 60 to 80 slides well coloured,
all of one register and size of opening, given into
the

hands

remarks

of a lanternist

lasting

from

with

one

hour

leaving off with the audience

a Biunial,

and

to

11 hours,

wishing

for more,

rather than Walking out before half the slides are
through.

eal

Mere

Bp

Hurman,

Mention.

\

I
aNay

Ltd.—<After inspecting the artistic

and commodious premises acquired by this wellknown

firm of Photographic stock dealers at 89,

Grafton Street, Dublin, on

the 20th

inst., their

clients and _friends were
entcrtained at the
Central TIotel.
Mr. Charles Percy, Chairman of

the Company, presiding.
In proposing the toast
of ‘‘ Prosperity to the trade of Dublin” he hoped
that the tirm would contribute to its success,

to

which Mr. Victor Sinyth responded.
‘The toast
of the Photographic Trade was proposed by Mr.
Townsend, and responded to by Messrs. D'Arcy
and J. Smith.
Myr. Dorman proposed the toast

Nottingham

Camera

Club.—A _ Lecture

Nottingham,
Newark
Castle, Wollaton
Hall,
Wiverton Hall, and the churches and tombs of
Langar, Whatton, Holme Pierrepont, Car Colston,
Sereveton, Melton, &c.
The illustrations were

by lantern slides from

the original photographs

of the castles, halls, villages, churches, and tombs

as described by the authoritative historian
Nottinghamshire, Thomas Thoroton.

of

Aberdeen Working Men’s Natural History
Society.—On Tuesday, March
31st, in the
Botanical classroom, Moarischal College, an in-

teresting display of lantern slides belonging to
members of the Aberdeen Working Men’s Natural
History and Scientific Society was given, which
was much cnjoyed and appreciated by a large
audience.
The pictures shown on the screen
were of high artistic merit, and comprised natural
history, local, and other varied photographic
views, many of them coloured.
There were
over 200 slides shown by Mr. J. Davidson, who
is an expert inanipulator of the lantern, the slides
being sent in by Messrs. William Innes, Woodside;
Wm. Cowie, Inverurie; Thomas Tait, Inverurie;
D. B. M’Coss, Aberdeen;
and J. Davidson,

Aberdeen.
comments

Several of these gentlemen gave racy
as the pictures

were

exhibited,

and

very hearty applause was frequent.
Mr. George
Reay, the President, at the close, proposed a
vote

of thanks

to the exhibitors

of the

slides,

which was heartily passed.
He then intimated
that the list of the society’s local transactions
would be published shortly,

AND

PHOTOGRAPHIC

BRINS
For Limelight,

ENLARGER,

i,

OXYGEN.

Medical,

Metallurgical,

and other

purposes.

OXYGEN of Guaranteed Purity supplied in Cylinders of the Best BRITISH Manufacture
and complying with all the established Trade and Railway Regulations.
The public are respectfully informed that all Cylinders which are filled by the Brin COMPANIES
This label
are labelled with the Companies’ Trade Mark.
(whether their own or their Customers)
guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further guarantee that the Cylinder has been tested and
wish to
who
Customers
proved sound in every respect by the Brin Company which has filled it.
procure BRIN’S OXYGEN are requested to see that the Cylinders supplied to them bear this label, which
is also stamped with the date on which the Cylinder was filled.
The works of the Brin Companigs are open during business hours to the inspection of their
Customers, who are at liberty to test the quality of Gas being manufactured, and to watch their own
Cylinders being tested and fAlled.

Registered

Mark,

Trade

Price Lists of Gases, Cylinders, and all Accessor tes, can be obtained from the Company’s accredited Axsents,

or will be sent Post free on application,

BRIN’S OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, 34, Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
Horseferry

Works—69,

S.W.

| waNCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Great Marlborough Street, MANCHESTER.
OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Saltley Works, BIRMINGHAM.
eee

Addresses—

W.

Road, WESTMINSTER,

P. THOMPSON
(ONLY

RW

& CO.,

ADDRESSES)

322, High Holborn,
London,
AND
6, Lord Street, Liverpool.

®R

Chartered

W.C.

Agents.

Patent

Oppositions conducted, searches made, opinions on
Patents secured, maintained, defended and worked in all countries.
intringements given, and expert evidence arranged.
_ Trademarks, Designs and Copyrights secured and defended in all countries granting protection.
British Portion, 6d. All countries, 2/6.
‘Twelfth Edition.
Handbook of Patent Law.
NSE

Eee EEE

i

>|

‘‘Nothing better could be wished
for."—British

:

Weerly.

“Far superior to ordinary
guides."—London Daily Ch.
Fa

b
Idited

book.”
by RALPH

Maps by Joni Barraoromew, F.R.G.S.
Illustrated.
1/- each.
F.R.G.S.
“The best Handbook to I.ondon ever issued.’,\—Liverpoal Datly Post.
|
The Channel Islands.
5/- 20 Maps and Plané:
L
The Isle of Wight.
The Wye Valley.

DARLINGTON,

Bournemouth and the New Forest.
Aberystwyth, Barmouth and Cardigan Bay.
Chester and the Vale of I.langollen.
Bristol, bath, Chepstow. Weston-super-Mare.
Llandrinded Wells and Spas af Mid-Wales.

Liandudno, Rhyl, Bangor, Bettwyscoed, etc.
Conway, Colwyn Bay, Llanfairfechan.
Norwich, Yarmouth, and Norfolk Broads.
LLANGOLLEN—Dariincton

PHOTOGRAPHS

}

“Sir Henry Ponsonby is
commanded by the Queen
to thank Mr. Darlington
for a copy of his Hand-

see
eg
MS
4

| ‘he Severn Vailey.
3recon and its Beacons..

|

Ol

& Co.

LONDON

—Simpkins.

PARIS

from Negatives by Ralph Darlington, F.R.G.S., of See
in Italy, Greece, Asia Minor and Egypt, 1/-, 1/6, 2/6.

Kindly mention

1D

O

Fd AND
we

Ry E. C. Coox and E.
| Worthing and Environs.
trighton, Eastbourne, Hastings, and St. Leonards.
| Malvern, Hereford, Worcester, Gloucester and Cheltenham.

this Journal when

& NEW

YORK—Berenrano.

REE,

.ENVIRONS.

‘lt. Cook, M.A.
ss
The Railway Bookstalls

Darlington

and all Booksellers.

&

corresponding with Advertisers,

(0., Llangollen.
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very moderate terms.

Reference,

Opties, 44, Lorrimore

Editor of this Journal.

Road,

Kennington,

London, S.E.
CLASS

TRIPLE

LANTERN

wanted,

Hughes ‘Gtrand”’ or similar preferred ; also
Slides, Storers, \c., in complete sets; price and full
particulars to ‘* Triple,’ ¢/o Optical Lantern Journal Co.

*RAND
new effect sets in the finest miniature
(5 work. —‘‘ ‘The Hidden Terror,’’ submaritie warfare
of the future, Dawn on the ocean, submarine boat sinks

into the depths and attacks ironclad, entirely destroying
it; new

ties at shortest notice. —b. T. Thomassin,
Artist, 20, The Broadway, Streatham,

~ ECOND-HAND.

Lantern Slide

London,

5.W.

Hand painted slides hy Carpenter

S
and Westly wanted—Eastern scenes: preferred.
Particulars to ‘¢ Ancient,’’ c/o Kditor, Lantern Journal.

Dissolving

View Magic
and

Slides,
and every

ME: J. C. STEVENS
begs to announce that he holds Sales
of the above, every Friday, at half.past twelve precisely, at
his great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, London.
Gentlemen wishing to include property in these Saiesare
Send particulars one week prior to sale.

AND-PAINTED

Scripture Slides wanted ; suita-

ble for Lent and all Church Services, also really
effect sets for Biunial or triple.—Particulars, Kc.,

ANTED

— Addresses

of

actual

artists — real

workers—not avents.—Artist, c/o Editor.

ECOND-HAND—Eastman Kodak Camera in good
condition.
Instantaneous and time exposure.
Cost £5 5s. Price £1 5s.—P.H., c/o Editor, Magic
Lantern Journal.

- Patent Intelligenee.

-

send for lists.

WW.C., and at Liverpool, to whom.

all

enguiries should be addressed.

Magic Lantern Applications.
RECENT

—Kdmund

H. Wilkie, as below.

ILKIK’S “Solar” flint limes, the finest in exis
tence,extensively used by professional exhibitors,
heantifully turned

per dozen,

and

drilled ; ordinary

size,

2s. 3d.

post free, in air tight tins ; large size, 1}

inches in diameter, a noble lime, per tin of 6—2s. 3d.,
post free ; the finest limes extant.—E:dmund H. Wilkie,
as below.

ANTERNS of every make re-modelled, renovated,
ventilation improved, registration adjusted and
corrected under the supervision of Mr. Edmund H..
Wilkie; advice and estimates free, special adjustments

for absolute registration ; the result of over a quarter of
a century’s practical experience. —Edinund H. Wilkie,
as helow.

HWOTOGRAPHS worked up in oil colour, water
colour, pure varnish colours, or by the beautiful
American process at most reasonable prices ; the best
work only; slides prepared by photography or hand
painting from negatives, drawings, prints from nature, or
from written or verbal description; every class of
mechanical movement supplied or invented for special
purposes; see testimonials. —Edmund H. Wilkie, as
below.

HE

Road

to Success.

Correct registration,

clear

opportunities for an essentially high class exhibition as
at present. —Consult Edmund H. Wilkie, 114, Maygrove

Compiled expressly for this Journal by Messrs. W. P.
Thompson & Co., Chartered Patent Agents, 322, dfigh
Holborn, London,

character,

and thrilling effect in the

definition, pure light, artistic pictures, original
and novel effects. Stamp your entertainments with a
distinct individuality, engagements will increase. There
is always room at the top and there never existed such

So

7718.

movements of a novel

veguested to

to ‘“Lantern,”’ c/o Optical Lantern Journal Co.

5462,

original

special mechanical movements invented by FE. H. Wilkie,
building seen to gradually fall in as the fire progresses;

Lanterns

Photographic Apparatus, Scientific Instruments
description of miscellaneous property.

No.

and

finest hand work ; The great tire in Jewin Street, with

LACK and white drawings suitable for the producB
tion of effective lantern slides.
Samples and
quotation on application. Slides coloured in three quali-

_

Eldvertisements.

just invented, a magnificent

IGHEST

H
good

JOURNAL

General

Hdvertisements.

PROFESSIONAL lanternist and cinematographist
iN. of great experience is open to engagements, with
or without his own apparatus, in town or country, on
—Adudress,

LANTERN

PATENT INTELLIGENCE.

Improvements in methods of producing films with
changing inscriptions for kinematographs and
In apparatus
therefor.
C. Spath and E.
Grabsch.
March 9th, 1903.
(Complete).
Improved apparatus for producing and projecting
on to a screen animated pictures.
E. Dagnall
and A. W. Southey.
April 2nd, 1903.

Kindly mention this Journal when

Road, West Hampstead,

A

London, N.W.

LARGE number of odd and second hand slides at
nominal prices, the property of a well-known

public

lecturer.

Effects,

Norway, Switzerland, &c.
Wilkie, as below.

ILKIE’S

views

in Scotland,

Greece,

Send for list. —Edmund

H.

Solar Flint Limes the finest extant, ex-

tensively used by professional exhibitors heautifully turned and drilled. Large size 13 inches diameter.
A noble lime, per tin of six, 2/3 post free. Ordinary size

per tin of one dozen, 2/3 post free. —Edmund

H. Wilkie,

114, Maygrove Koad, West Hampstead, London, N.W.

corresponding with Advertisers,

AND

“The Church of the Catacombs.”— Messrs.
Rathbone and Ireland, of the Hope Trust, visited
Broughton on Tuesday, March 31st. ~ Rev. A.

Gray occupied the chair, in the Central School.
The subject of lecture was “The Church of the
Catacombs,” and dealt mainly with the persecutions of the early Christians, the expressions of

their belief as read from

the inscriptions

in the

Catacombs, and a refutation of the claims of the
Roman
Catholic Church to be considered as

identical with early Christianity in faith and
worship.
The lecture was splendidly illustrated
with a set of beautifully coloured views.
R. Webb,

Esq., M.A., at Alnwick, under the

auspices of the Universities’ Mission in Central
Africa, gave a very interesting lecture in the
schoolroom on March 81st. This gentleman, who
saddles himself with this work, does so for the

love of the cause, receiving no pay whatever.
The audience much enjoyed the glowing account
of the Slave Trade and its suppression.
The
slides, thrown on the sheet by a lantern lighted
by acetylene gas, supplied from a ‘‘ Dreadnought
Generator,” rivetted the attention from beginning
to end.

:

The Sunday Lantern Services at Edin-.
burgh.—The friends of Councillor Brown who
inaugurated the Lantern Services in the Synod
Hall for non-churckhgoers on Sunday evenings
have received an extension of their lease for an
indefinite period. Provision is made for referring
the programmes to the Corporation censors.
[Are they so unco’ guid in Edinburgh ?—Eb.]

East of Scotland Engineering Association.
A meeting of this society was held in 20, George

Street, on April 2nd when papers on dock working
and construction were read by Mr. A. C. Cormack
and

Myr. A. W.

Cockburn,

C.E.

My. Cormack

88
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by Councillor J. H. Chesshire, J.P., ex-Mayor of
The lecture was illustrated
West Bromwich.

by a lime-light lantern.
“The Church and Her Marching Orders.”
—Was the title of a lecture, illustrated by limelight.views, which was given at All Souls’ Church.

on April Ist, by the Rev. A. M. Peckham,
organising secretary (South of England) for the
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
The lecturer began by saying that the Society
for Promoting Christian Knowledge was the
For over
oldest missionary society in existence.
two

years

hundred

it had

been

helping

the

Church to carry out the command of her Leader,
«Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel.”

Federation. — A

Photographic

Scottish

meeting of delegates from most of the Photographic Societies in Scotland was held at Perth
recently, Mr. Henry Coates, Perth, presiding.
Mr.

J. B.

Blairgawrie,

Maclachlan,

interim

Secretary, reported that sixteen Societies had
already signified their intention of joining the
Federation, and that several others were

favour-

;
ably considering the matter.
A draft of the constitution and rules was
subinitted by the Committee appointed at last
meeting,

and,

after

much

discussion

and some

alteration, was adopted.
The following are among the objects of the
Federation:—Intercourse and exchange of opinion
between one Society and another; interchange
interchange and circulation of
of lecturers;
lectures, prints,

and

lantern

slides ; permission

to photograph in places not open to the general
public without special application to the various
authorities; the services of approved judges for
exhibitions and competitions; temporary use of
the accommodation provided by the various
Societies to associates away from their own

described the various methods of loading and
discharging vessels at various ports, including the

districts ; the promotion of an annual national
exhibition; and a tourist information bureau for

shipment

associates.

of coal, the

unloading

of grain,

jute,

etc., and the appliances used in connection therewith,

illustrating

his

remarks

by a

series

of

limelight views.
Mr. Cockburn took up. the
question of dock construction, giving examples of
the general arrangement of various docks, dock
and quay walls, etc., and concluded with a short
description of the construction of No. 3 graving
dock, Glasgow.

His address was also illustrated

by lime-light views.
The authors were accorded
a vote of thanks for their papers.

‘“‘Trpeason in the Church
A lecture on this subject was

of England.—
delivered in the

Temperance Hall, Walsall, on Monday, April 5th,

Miss E. J. Spencer gave a lecture before the
Literary and
the Southampton
Society, on April 6th, at the

members of
Philosophical
Grammar

School, Southampton, entitled “ Recol-

lections of a Trip through Hungary and Transylvania,” and was excellently illustrated by a series

of lantern slides taken by herself during her trip.
The tour included interesting descriptions of
Dresden, Vienna, Buda Pesth,

and

other towns

and historical details of great interest were
Descriptions
incorporated with the lecture.
given of the churches and other public buildings.
Buda Pesth was specially interesting, as it was
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the home of the Telephone Newspaper, by which
subscribers can have the latest news from all
parts of the world telephoned to their homes the
moment it arrives at the central office.
Subscribers to this agency may also have the opera

LANTERN

probably
millions

The

Science

of Colour.-- Continuing, at the

Institution, his lectures on ‘ Light,” Lord

Rayleigh

dwelt

most

interestingly

on

certain

characteristics of colour, and later on some of its

relations with photography.
The lecturer stated
that when young he had believed the views put
forward in respect to the possibility of a coloured
photography were fallacious ; hut discoveries had
shown that the idea was in no way chimerical,
and would doubtless become a distinct and
successful element in pictorial art. The discourse
was illustrated by a number of beautiful and
successful experiments and lantern slides.

Mr.

between
of years.

40

millions

During

and

below

100

that time the rocks

must have been subjected to many changes. The
lecture was admirably illustrated with lantern
views.

“turned on,” and thus hear the performances
without stirring from their houses.

Royal
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The

Use

of

the

Lantern.—The

lantern

ouzht to be more generally used and is being
used in some places wilh effect.
On Good Friday
night a memorial service was conducted by Rev.
A.

TL. Walker, B.A.. in his church.

It took the

form of an address entitled “From the Supper to

the Cross.”
livery incident during the last few
hours was referred to and suitable pictures were
given by the aid of the lantern.
It was an inpressive service and attended by a large, reverent
congregation.
A few wecks ago Mr. Walker in
a similar way gave an address on “ The Descent
to the Cross,” giving incidents in the last six

months of our Lord’s ministry.
‘bo says the Methodist Times.—Ep.]

E. T. Reed of ‘‘Puneh”--Under the
of the Malvern Literary and Debating
a lantern lecture entitled “ Caricatures
Out of Parliament” was given recently
Edward Tennyson Reed, a member of

lane, Laperial Librarian, delivered his interesting

the Punch artistic staff.
The pictures, shown by
first-rate apparatus, numbered about a hundred.
They represented his own work, including the

in the absence of the Lieutenant-Governor, and
there was a good attendance. The lecturer said

auspices
Society,
In and
by Mr.

renowned ‘“ Prehistoric Peeps.”’

The Bishop of Ripon, assisted by his wife,
Mrs. Boyd-Carpenter, who worked a lime-light
lantern on Friday, April 9th, addressed 3,000
working men in Leeds Town

Bristol

Museum.—On

Hall.

April 15th, a lecture

was given by Mr. Herbert Bolton, Curator at the
Museum,

entitled “The

Stone Book

of Nature.”

Mr. Bolton described the formation of the earth,
and said with regard to the origin of the earth it
had been supposed by many that ever so long
ago—how long they could hardly say—the earth
did not exist as they knew it, but that in space
there existed a vast voluine of extremely hot
gases revolving upon themselves and slowly
through

space,

very

much

like

some

of the

comets which they saw.
By the gradual loss of
heat from those gases the outer crusts slightly
cooled down, and by and by they got into a solid
condition.
‘The same process they saw in water,
which, when the heat was taken out of it, beeame
hard ice. Mr. Bolton then described the processes by which the aspect of the rocks became
changed, and said that the firsts rocks formed
showed traces of animal and vegetable life; and
judging from the rocks the age of the earth was

Lecture on Bookbinding.—Mr.

J. Macfar-

lecture in the history of Bookbinding

illustrated

by lantern slides at the Y.M.C.A.
Saturday night.
Mr. Justice Rampini

Hall on
presided

he preferred to let the pictures tell their own
tale, but his brief and well-informed commentary
on this probably unique series of slides, which
are we believe the work of Mr. Davenport, of the

British Museum, was greatly enjoyed.
—Knylishman,

:
Caleutta.

Southampton Camera Club held a mecting
on the 80th ultimo, Dr. Weston oceupying the
chur.
Mr. Walter D. Welford, FR.P.S., representing

Messrs.

interesting

and

Tuerst

instructive

Bros.,

lecture

gave

and

a

very

demon-

stration, entitled, “‘Photographic Flexibilities.”
Jie deprecated the too prevalent idea that
photography is a inere chemical process, consisting of exact formula and scientific accuracy, and

advocated
the development of individuality,
pointing out that the time had fortunately not
yet arrived in connection with photographic art
when they who expended the greatest sum on
instruments and equipment could command the
greatest degrec of success.
Mr. Welford proved
that many good results were obtained by simple
methods with inexpensive apparatus, and that
the most utility and pleasure were got where the
icy paths of formula were not entirely adhered
to. The lecture was enlivened by numerous

highly instructive lantern slides and prints, and
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cither
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the appreciation of Mr. Welford’s efforts was
shown by the passing of a well-deserved vote of
thanks.

An

Important
OWNERSHIP

Attercliffe
lecture

Photographic

Society. — A

by Mr. J. W. Charlesworth,

of Sheffield,

was listened to with great interest by the
members on Monday, April 19th, on “ Ordinary
u. Isochromatic Plates.”” The lecturer explained
very lucidly the difference in the manufacture of
the respective plates, and the results of his
exhaustive investigations as to the possibilities of
orthochromatic plates so far as the true rendering
of colour values is.concerned, and

lantern

slides

of various flower studies made by each process
were projected on the screen side by side, which
fully illustrated the marked advantages obtained
by the use of colour sensitive plates combined
with a suitable light filter when making the
exposures.

Ashton-under-Lyne Photographic Society
have arranged two trips in their programme
for May from which some fine lantern slides
should be the result.
Saturday, May 16th, Ramble to Miller’s Dale.
Leader,

Mr.

Walter Leigh.

Train leaves Guide

Bridge at 12.28 p.m.
Tuesday,

May

26th,

Ramble

to Dove

Dale

(whole day).
Leader, Mr. Tulloch Cheyne.
Train leaves Ashton (Oldham Road) at 8.11 a.m.
Fare, 3s. 3d.

Cinematograph

Exhibitions —During

the

past month we paid flying visits to several places
where these exhibitions are all the go.
Visitors

to London cannot do better than visit the
Alhambra, and the Palace to view films of the
Warwick Trading Co. run through the Bioscope.
The Egyptian Hall for the “ Chrono” of Messrs.
Gaumont.

The

Polytechnic

for “Our

Navy,”

which ever proves a source of interest and information.
Last but not least the Hippodrome. It
is difficult to say which is best,

so content

our-

selves by saying “all are good.”
The filus
“ Voyage to the Moon,” and “ Climbing the Alps,”
by the Warwick Trading Co. are very fine.
We
also noticed several excellent subjects by Messrs.
Gaumont’

Paris, and Williamson’s,

At Bradford, the New Century

Hove.

Animated

Co.

keep going with a permanent stay at St. George’s

Hall, while their active touring manager, Mr.
Walter Jetts, does good work.
We understand
he opens at Curzon Hall, Birmingham, on May
11th, for a short stay. At Bingley Hall a good
exhibition

is

given,

while

at

the

Tivoli

and

Empire Halls the Bioscope goes on for a turn
nightly and is very popular.

The case of The

Point in Law.
OF

NEGATIVES.

Rotary Photographic

Com-

pany (Limited) versus The Taber Bas-Relief
Company (Limited), which was heard before

the Lord Chief Justice recently (on March
20th), will prove useful to photographers, because
it raised an interesting point on the ownership of
negatives,

and

secured

an

important

decision

thereon.
The case was primarily a claim for the
payment of something over £160 for goods
supplied, and the defence and counter-claim
alleged (a) that some portion of the goods had
proved

immerchantable,

and

(b) that

certain

negatives, the property of the defendants, had
been detained by the plaintiffs. The witnesses
called for the two sides included Messrs. F. A.
Bridge, E. W. Foxlee, Albert Hildesheimer, the
Rev. TF. C. Lambert, M.A., E. A. Robins, and

H. Snowden
Ward,
interest was strong.

hence

the

photographic

The negatives alleged to have been improperly
detained included a number made by the plaintiffs
for defendants, and paid for.
The plaintiffs
argued that while negatives supplied to them by
the defendants were returnable, those made for
the defendants, by themselves, from transparen-

cies or original objects, were specially made for
their own printing process and were not deliverable to the defendants.
This position was

supported by My. Hildesheimer, as one having
extensive knowledge of the publishing trade, and
by Mr. E. W. Foxlee, as one well versed in
photographic
trade customs, and the judge
commented upon it as a trade attitude ‘which
seems verv reasonable.”
The jury followed the leading of the judge and
held that the plaintiffs were justified in retaining
the negatives for the use of the defendants.
Although such a decision may some day be
reversed, it stands for the present as the leading
ease on the point, and is valuable to photographers,
because the two previous decisions (which upheld
precisely the same principle) were only County
Court decisions. The ownership of the negative
in the case of the ordinary portrait photographer
has

long been

settled,

and the peculiar interest

of the cases now mentioned lies in the facts that:
(a) the subjects were purely technical (shipping,
architecture, and negatives made from portrait
positives supplied, respectively), and (b) in each
case the negatives were charged and paid for as
a separate item; yet their use and custody were
retained to the photographer making them, and
not to the employer who paid for them.
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Specialization.
By

J.

Pace

LANTERN

pictures which

realised useful amounts at the
bazaars and sales of work in which she was
interested. Thus by a practical adaption in her

Crort,

work, she

Wey-OW

many people there are who nowadays

oi ° dabble more or less in photography of
one sort or another! Almost every household contains one or more of its devotees.
How few too make any sort of a mark in the
work, and how many sooner or later drop out
altogether.
And the reason is not far to seek.
A lack of definiteness in aim and centralisation
of thought, and a want of some plan of campaign,
and an absence of that encouragement which
follows in the pursuit of an object, are responsible for the evanescence of all permanent interest,

and

expires

of inanction

the

sentiment

so

robust

in

birth

and thus are lost, not only

a method of pleasant and intelligent recreation,
but also an object lesson of real and practical
educational value.
The position, when one has
mastered the minor difficulties of simple development and printing,

is somewhat

similar

to that

of the youth who having completed his school
studies, pauses on the threshold of the work-aday life, and looks out on the world for the most
congenial course of earning a living;

if from

an

insufficient conception he takes the wrong path,
he realizes only when too late the error, and dissatisfied, he loses both interest and enterprise,
and drifts neither better nor worse than the many
thousands who bear him company; yet with a
little thought the result might be so very
different.
It is so easy to sermonize to others, as here in

so doing I have got off the path myself in the
very manner I ain urging others to avoid.
A lady friend told me that she had definitely
decided to give up photography altogether. Knowing she had a genuine attachment for her hobby
I surprisedly enquired the reason.
She explained. that so great was her fascination that
she spent many hours at the work, which she
felt was selfish, and might be more profitably
employed in doing some good to others ; I asked
her proposed method of benefiting others and
she stated she intended to devote the time
hitherto thus employed to needlework and such,
for charitable purposes; I sugyested that she
might still do her photography but in some more
definite way, such as taking pictures of her acquaintances, their houses, gardens and rooms,
who would willingly pay for the

work

possessed

of

considerable

was

able to continue

in her hobby,

and yet atthe same time materially aid her
charitable inclination.
This simple illustration may assist all in the
application of some sort of usefulness to their
own particular cases and circumstances.
The making of lantern slides is a very pleasant
branch of photography, the sole justification of
the existence of many, being the possession by
their author of a good bright and clear technical
negative.
Up to a point there is nothing to be
urged against this, and beyond that point nothing
to be said for it.
The slides accummulate and are run through
the Lantern, but having no continuity of interest
they quickly pall and cease to raise any enthusiasm.
And yet did they collectively portray some
subject of value, history, sentiment,

ability, they might form the basis

research,

or

of a pleasant

and profitable discourse, which could always be
freshened or amplified. and prove a source of
pleasure to audiences at lectures, friendly or
literary societies, Sunday School and Temperance
gatherings,
workhouses,

and

to the inmates

of institutions,

infirmaries, &c. &c.

Many will plead that while they can easily
make a decent slide, they would be quite unable
to work their slides up into a lecture; or they
could not obtain the material of sufficient value
for such a purpose.
But like many other estimated difficulties, the matter is not nearly so
terrible when resolutely grasped.
I have in mind two friends who illustrated
a river from the source

to its mouth, just show-

ing the little spring bubbling from the mountain,
and then followed the wild ruggedness and
grandeur of the scenes near its origin, traced its

course

through

banks,

depicted

the villages and towns
the

Cathedrals,

on

Churches

its
and

other objects of interest, mentioned the legends
of country lore connected with the localities, and

finally left it at the port illustrating its various
manufactures, trades, shipping and occupations.
And a really instructive and interesting lecture
it proved, was, and is still in -great demand
not only all along the river, but throughout the
country generally.
Yes but what a fearful amount of trouble and

and

the

time must have been expended, may be urged;
but not so much as may be thought, for it is not

taste,

she

at all necessary that the whole of the pictures
should be of one’s own taking.
Photographs or slides of the various Churches,
public and notable buildings may be purchased

proceeds might be devoted to charity.
Being

JOURNAL

found no lack of clients who realized and appreciated her motives, and from her holiday visits
she brought back many pleasing and dainty

AND

or begged in the various towns, thus considerably shortening the period for obtaining a set.
Reference libraries will easily supply the
anaterial

for

the lecture,

and

thus

the

whole

might be comfortably got wp in a single season.
Those unable to get away for any lengthened
period during the year, might easily gather
suthcient material in their annual holiday to the
sea for a very intcresting lecture.
“People you meet on a holiday,” “ Holiday
Habits” ‘“Sea-side Society,” might form the
foundations, and a few beach scenes, pictures of
the town, principal buildings, local industries,
fishing, &c., worked up with the local lore more

or less connected with almost everywhere would
be ample for such a purpose.
And for those who can’t get away at all, there
is plenty in every big town to provide for a simi-

lar object.
Street

occupations,

Street

Cries,

Scenes

at

the Railway Stations, local manufactures and
industries (and the proprictors will generally not
only give permission to photograph but readily
supply all the information desired) markcts, fairs,
sports, &e., all easily furnish the requisite for
workers who will only give the matter the
necessary small amount of thought.
Our own hobbies or those of our friends (in
the latter case we

might

collaborate

in making

the slide and our friend doing the lecture) and
many other matters will readily suggest themselves when once the start is made.
In this way we should gain an added charm
which would greatly encourage us in our work,
and by the acquisition of the extra knowledge
materially widen our aims, and at the same time

afford pleasure to many others also.
ing up and delivery of our lecture may
ed as a stumbling block by some, but
the Editor will permit, to treat this

The workbe regardI hope, if
side of the

question in another chapter.

pictures as they were presented, but rather that
they formed the background or illustrarion of his
remarks, which assumed the form of a series

Door,” “The Marriage at Cana,” “The

tion,” “The Triumphal

night

of

Maunday

Thursday, and

services

conducted

lines of those at St. Mary’s, Braddonus

followed

in

Bretton, who had

charge

of the lantern, are

to

be congratulated upon the complete success of
their combined efforts. Perhaps the best evidence
of this was the profound interest and the
remarkably quiet behaviour of a large number of
Braddons Street children who were present.
If
without supervision such stillness and reverent
behavour fromm such usually hyely material can
be seuured, it may be taken for granted

effect was good.—Yorquay Direclory
Devon Journal.

that the

and

South

eax

Practical

Points

on

Enlarging.

“ Christ’s Divinity and Passion” illustrated at
Torgqary. Whatever may be said for or against the
lantern fin churches,

Tempta-

into Jerusalem,”

sequence right through the Passion.
So solenin,
so soul-inspiring was the whole service that
many of the congregation were deeply affected
by the dramatic and impressive relation of the
Great Tragedy.
There was a complete absence
of any signals or pause for change of pictures,
usually inseparable from lantern illustrations.
As Mr. Goldsmith told the awful story, the
pictures
followed smoothfully and skilfully.
There are many who believe that ministers of
religion lose a grand opportunity of really reaching the hearts of their congregations by not more
gencrally adopting the wonderfully effective
methods afforded by lantern services in their
churches.
Much thought and care must, of
course, be evidenced in the selection of pictures.
In the case of Easter week’s services at St. Mary’s
this could not have been more strongly emphasised
The Rey. S. W. Goldsmith and Mr. Stephen

Some

in Churches.

Entry

“Mary and Martha,’ and the “ Weeping over
Jerusalem.”
On Good Friday My. Goldsmith
commenced his address with the events of the

BUA

KKK

of

sermoncttes.
Very beautiful and effective were
those which had for their subjects ‘Christ the

(With pleasure.—Ip.)

The Lantern
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on

the

Street, on

Wednesday and Good Friday cannot but make for
good. Inno conceivable way could they be regarded as a ‘‘show,” or as anything but sterling
object lessons in Christian faith. On Wednesday
the subject sclected by the Rev. S. W. Goldsmith
was the Divinity of Christ, evinced throughout
His sacred life.
‘The charm of the service was
not that the preacher described or explained the

Writing in the American dmateur Photographer,

Mr. C. George Bull has some practical things to
say on enlarging on to bromide paper.
Tue

NEGATIVE.

In order to make negatives suitable for enlarging a full exposure is best, and a moderate amount

of development, giving good detail and avoiding

piling up the high-lights too much.
Should the
nevative have been carried too far in the developer, making it too contrasty to print well, it may
be easily reduced, after soaking a while to soften
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the film, by the use of any reducer.
I prefer
ammonium persulphate according to the follow-

ing formula, which should be freshly made each
time.

Ammonium

persulphate,

water,

2 ouuces.

When

half

reduced

a

dram;

the action of the reducer, but if the plate is left

too long in the sulphite it acquires a pink tinge.
The persulphate acts by attacking the high-lights
first, making an ideal reducing agent, and a friend
of mine always uses it in his developer for contrasty subjects.
The old ferricyanide and hypo
for

local

reduction,

but

for

general

reduction it attacks the shadows more early than
the

high-lights,

and

therefore

is not

so

satis-

factory as the persulphate.
The latter, after a
plate is fixed in the acid hypo bath, does not
always work evenly. It is therefore advisable
that negatives of contrasty subjects or that are
developed too far, should be fixed in a plain hypo
bath if the persulphate is to be used afterward.
For local reduction, an easy and safe reducer is
alcohol applied on a tuft of cotton and well
rubbed in; it acts mechanically.
If, on the other
hand, a negative is full of detail

but

lacks

con-

trast, it may be rendered much
stronger by
placing a piece of lightly tinted yellow glass
behind it. Any piece of glass that is clean and
clear will do if flowed with some thin varnish
to which has been added a yellow colouring

‘matter. Iusea crystal of potassium bichvomate
in gelatine, the bichromate rendering the gelatine
insoluable.
Intensification with the salts of
mercury is apt to be unstable, unless the excess
of mercury is removed by prolonged washing,
and usually shows evidences of disintegration
ina few years,

Tue

and uranium is still worse.

Amnon

DeveLorrnr.

Amidol stock solution is easily made and kept,
and all one has to do is to add the amidol (which
dissolves at once), water and potassium bromide
before using.
The formula I use is: Sodium
sulphite, } ounce ; water, 6 ounces.
To develop
take 14 ounces of this:

30 grains

JOURNAL

hypo bath, 4 ounces to the pint, should be cool
and fresh for each batch of prints; a used hypo
bath will discolour them,

a

sufficiently,

rinse and plunge in a 10 per cent. solution of
sodium sulphite for a few minutes; this stops

is useful

LANTERN

of amidol, 10

to 15 drops of a ten per cent. solution of potassium bromide, and 12 ounces of water.
<A
word as to amidol and the hypo bath: A chemical
action takes place in the fixing bath if the excess
of amidol is not thoroughly washed out of the
bromide print.
Some years ago I lost several
large prints that way; they faded out rapidly
in the hypo bath, though they looked strong
and brilhant when they first went into it.
I
found that a good rinsing—more than is weeded
with other developers—entirely prevented this,
the excess of amidol washing out readily.
The

An

ee

Acid=Proof

Table

Top.

Three or four years ago the writer saw in a pharmaceutical journal (Merck’s Report) a formula for a
black finish for table tops. The article did not give the

author’s name nor the original source of the formula,
but stated that the method was “used abroad.’”?

acknowledgment
cannot,
formula was as follows :—

therefore

be

Further

made.

1.

Copper sulphate ...
Potassium chlorate
zai
Water...
ss
dane 1 es
3oil until salts are dissolved.

‘The

1 part
1 part
S parts

2.

Aniline hydrochlorate

...

Water

si

“en

3 parts
soa 20.

gy

Or if more readily procurable :
Aniline...

is

woe?

cule

ts

1

55

Hydrochloric acid
:
cs
va
5
Water...
sea
... 50 49
iat
—
By the use of a brush two coats of solution No. 1 are
applied while hot ; the second coat as soon as the first is
dry. Then two coats of solution No. 2, and the wood
allowed to dry thoroughly. Later a coat of raw linseedoil is to be applied, using a cloth instead of a brush, in
order to get a thinner coat of the oil.
The writer used this method upon some old laboratory
tables which had been finished in the usual way, the
wood having been filled, oiled, and varnished.
After
scraping off the varnish down to the wood, the solutions
were applied, and the result was very satisfactory.
After some experimentation the formula was modified
without materially affecting the cost, and apparently
increasing the resistance of the wood to the action of
strong acids and alkalies. The modified formula follows :
1.

fron sulphate
Copper sulphate
Potassium permangananate
Water, q.s.
:

ais
...

4 parts
4,
an
OD 8
. 100 4,

2.

Aniline...

aa

bea

el

Hydrochloric acid
Water, q.s.

bee

wa

aa

cul
. 100

55
,,

Se

aie

IBS

4,

;

12 parts

or

Aniline hydrochlorate...
Water, q.s.

Solution 2 has not been changed,
the parts per hundred.

.. 100,

except to

arrange

The method of application is the same,-except that
after solution No. 1 has dried the excess of the solution
which has dried upon the surface of the wood is thoroughly rubbed off before the application of solution No. 2.
The black colour does not appear at once, but usually
requires a few hours before becoming ebony-black. The
linseed oil may be diluted with turpentine without
disadvantage, and after a few applications the surface
will take on a dull and not displeasing polish. The
table tops are easily cleaned hy washing with water or
suds after a course of work is completed and the application of another cvat of oil puts them in excellent order
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PRICE TWO-PENCE.

PUBLISHED

_**

Zo

ON

THE

FIRST

OF

EACH

MONTH.

EXCEPT in the Lantern-land of Rabelais you would hardly think the Magic
Lantern had an organ all to itself, now

would

you? But it has;

and the

Optica, Macic Lantern JourNnaL is a very excellent twopenny monthly. Just the
paper to go to WHEN YOU WISH TO BUY a lantern, and just the paper to
make your GUIDE, PHILOSOPHER ann FRIEND when you have bought it.”
—From the Magazine and Book Review.
,
Numerous interesting subjects are treated in its columns, written by practical
and experienced men.
CORRESPONDENCE.—All letters for information must be accompanied
with the writer’s name and address, not necessarily for publication, and will be
answered in the columns devoted to that purpose.

As an ADVERTISING MEDIUM the Journal is unique, it brings in
direct contact VENDORS and USERS of general Photographic and Lantern
Apparatus. lt is Published at the price of TWO-PENCE, and enjoys a large
circulation extending to every quarter of the globe.
Innumerable letters are received asking advice re the purchase of Lanterns
and animated projection apparatus, slides and films. Our practical experience is
at all times available to bring into closer touch, Advertisers and Customers.
All communications for advertisements must be addressed to—

Magic Lantern Journal Co.,Ltd., Prince’s Chambers, 6,Corporation St.,Birmingham.
and must reach the office not later than the 20th of each month,

THE
ESTABLISHED

1889.
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FORM
FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS.
To

MAGIC
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COMPANY,

Please insert the accompanying

LIMITED.

Advertisement

in

The Optica Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger
ae

;

_...

times,

_

at_

.

each

insertion,

to

occupy

_ _space.

Name

7

Peas

a

Address

Date

Discount—.6

insertions,

§ per cent.;

Advertisements (Scale of Charges), displayed.

|

page
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»

”

ails

bry

bie

we

4s.

”

»

sis

si

a

(quarter)

Ba

(eighth)

(whole)
(half)

3

dad.
0

115

0
0

1

9

0

|

First
words,

20

words,

All cheques

and

and

&c., (not Trade).

for every

3 additional

=>
postal orders

to be made aT

to

Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.

>

9

ies

a

010

0

a
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.-per Linch in column

0

0

American

”

”

tee

S08

03

°0

83 and 85, Duane

6

General Wants,

6d.;

Id,

bs

“sy

ro per cent.

Exchange Column,

Front and back pages, by arrangement.
:
Ordinary

12 ditto,

Agents :—The
Street,

New

International
York

News

Co.,

City.

gS —sAll Advertisements should reach the Office, Prince’s Chambers, 6,
Corporation St., Birmingham, before the 20th of each month.

AND
for another course of work.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Strong acids or alkalies

when spilled, if soon wiped off, have scarcely a perceptible effect.
A slate or tile top is expensive not only in its original

cost, but also as a destroyer of glassware.

Wood tops

when painted, oiled, or parattined have objectionable
features, the latter especially in warm weather.
Old
table tops after the paint or oil is scraped off down to
the wood take the above finish nearly as well as the new
wood.—PIERRE
<A. Fis, N.Y.
State
Veterinary
College, Ithaca, N.Y., in the Journal of Applied
Microscopy.

New

Apparatus.

We have had sent to us a } plate changer,
called the Rajar, which takes 10 films in a tin
case, it is loaded and unloaded in daylight.
The
makers
say it will cause a revolution in
photography, and we quite believe them.
The

apparatus consists of a zinc and steel case the
size

of an

ordinary wood double back, well and

substantially made and looks as if it would last a
lifetime.

|Any number of exposures can be made,

or the whole ten. It seems impossible to make
a mistake and expose one film twice, or two at a
time.
It is the most ingenious changing system
we have seen, and just the want supplied for
tropical climes.
We shall be pleased to show it
to any callers at the office and demonstrate its
working.
It retails at 25/-, and can be obtained
from most photographic dealers, or direct from
the makers, The Brooke- Watson Daylight Camera

ENLARGER,

89

corner to a shelf or to hang it on a stretched cord by
meuns of a bent pin, running the pin through a corner
of the film to the head, then hooking it over the string.
In addition to the revolutionary advance in respect of
non-curling, we have incorporated in the new product
other important qualities. The sensitive emulsion has
been improved in three directions: (1) It is of higher
speed and ensures the production of negatives rich in
detail. (2) It is of extraordinarily fine grain, a quality
specially valuable when the negative has to be enlarged.
(3) It is orthochrornatic.
All photographers will appreciate the important fact
that in all classes of photographic work the finished
print from a colour sensitive film is more accurate and
pleasing.
In portraits the details of costume are more
truthfully rendered, and the necessity of retouching
almost done away with; whilst in landscapes the
delicate differences in greens will be recorded and clouds
secured, where with an ordinary emulsion these would
be all lost.
We have made no increase in the price of the new roll
film, and it practically displaces the old styie.
Yours faithfully,
Kopak,
DEAR

LIMITED.

SIR,

I should feel much obliged if some of your correspondents would kindly state in your nest issue what

make of Lantern

Jet they obtained

the best light with

when using only one Cylinder (Oxygen), a Jet that will
dissolve quietly when working in a Biunial or Triunial
Lantern?
If with Ether in a Saturator, or by using
Hydrogen from the house fittings (but not with a second
Cylinder).
I want to know the best without having to
carry a second Cylinder, as they are heavy things to
carry about.
Yorrs truly,

Wa.

JNO, GAMESON,

Co., Ltd., Liverpool.

Answers

Correspondence.
Tur Epiror,
Optical and Lantern Journal,”’
DEAR

is the method

of painting

Magic Lantern Slides, and what materials are used,

SIR,

KODAK NON-CURLING FILM.
As the N.C. (Non-Curling) roll films which we are
just introducing is the greatest advance we have made
in roll film production since we first manufactured the
transparent film in 1889, we shall be glad if you will
kindly allow us to give a short description of it in your
esteemed journal.

For ten years our laboratories have been engaged at
work in the devising of a roll film that should retain all
the practical advantages of the roll film now in use, and
at the same time overcome what has been the great
drawback of rollable films, viz., their curling propensities.
Not until recently have we been able to get all
the conditions into shape for producing a result entirely
to our satisfaction, but we have now successfully
achieved this, and have perfected our invention and intro-

duced it as ‘¢ N.C. Film,” a non-curling film which after
soaking lies flat in the dish, and which dries flat without any glycerine or other treatment whatever.
N.C.
film has a coating of gelatine on the back of the film,
which is perfectly transparent and imperceptible to
sight or touch, but operates in such a way as to counter-

act entirely the tendency to curl inwards which

to Correspondence.

C. E. Taylor asks—What

has

militated against the popularity of ordinary roll films.
The development is exactly the same as formerly, the

great simplifications in the treatment being that the
glycerine bath is entirely done away with and the drying method.made far easier than with the old film. All
that is needed in drying is to pin the negative by one

and if there is any system of using aniline dyes, if
so how are they applied.
Answer.—Our correspondent asks rather a tall question,
and one that would take up too much space to
answer in this column.
The usual artists’ colours
are used by some, the principal being Prussian Blue,
Brown Pink,
Crimson

Italian Pink, Burnt and Raw Sienna,

Lake,

and

Chinese

Orange.

We would

recommend the Photo Colourist by Wm. ‘Tylar, of
Aston, Birmingham, and we believe Messrs. Barnard,
of Berner’s Street, London, W., publish a good book

dealing with the subject.
Aniline dyes are only
suitable for clever workers, such as the Japanese
artists.

Bernard

Stanley writes—Will

you kindly inform

me

through the columns of your journal if it is possible
by any arrangement of lenses (or by any other
means) to obviate the necessity of placing the Slide
ina Magic Lantern upside down.
A method that
would not cause any loss of light would of course
be preferable.
Answer.—It is possible by using prisms, but these are
expensive, and no advantage gained over the old
method.
W. K. 1031, writes: Kindly send ime name and
address of the makers
illustrating the lectures,

of Masonic
I mean.

Slides,

Answer.—We do not know any English maker.
slides are used extensively in America,

but

those

These
we

are

not acquainted with address.
Will some of our
American readers kindly oblige ?
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Illustrated Songs
|

Including:

PROG NSLP

« Angus Macdonald.”
NOW

READY.

‘Bonnie Banks o’ Loch Lomond.”

“Come back to Irin.”’
e

« Abide with me.”

Set of 10 Slides.
me

“ For all eternity.”

5

There ain't another Daddy in the
world

“The dear Home Land.”

HDs Saniower and the Sone

“ There’s a land.”

like mine.

« Eileen Allanah.”

“ Everybody’s Loved by Someone.”

from Customer’s Negatives

Slides made

by the wet

Collodion

Process.
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“The Better Land.”
“The Village Blacksmith.”

« Alone on the Raft.”
“The Children’s Home.”
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“The Little Hero.”

“ Killarney.”

“The Holy City.”
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“ Daddy.”
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“The Lost Chord.”
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“Nazareth.”
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“The Volunteer Organist.”
Etc., etc., ete.
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REVOLUTION
KODAK

PELLOID
PLATES
(FLAT

FILMS)

Are light, thin, flat, unbreakable cut
films, which are attached to card
supports at the edges by metal clips.
This enables Pelloid Plates to be used

in ordinary plate holders or sheaths
wherever glass plates can be used, and
without any preparation whatever.

PELLOID PLATES
IN

THE

REMAIN

SOLUTIONS

DEVELOPED

FLAT

AND

AND

FIXED

ARE

IN

EXACTLY
THE
SAME
MANNER
AS GLASS PLATES.

No

Extra

Processes

Whatever.

, Pelloid
Plates are anti-halation,
and can be printed from either side,

while they may be re-touched on both
sides.
They

Nearly

20°,
other

are

Cheaper

Cut

than

Films.

Prices.
Per doz.

Quarter-plate (43 in. x 33 in.)
5x4.
_
ia
Half-plate (63 in. x 4? in.)

Full particulars

KODAK,

from

any

Dealer,

1/3

or from

Ltd., 41-43 Clerkenwell Road, LONDON, E.C.

Wholesale and Retail Branches : 96 Bold Street, LIVERPOOL, and 72-74 Buchanan Street, GLASGOW
Retail Branches: §9 Brompton Road, S.W.; 60 Cheapside, E.C.;
115 Oxford Street, W.; 171-173
Regent

And at PARIS,

Printed

Street,

LYONS,

W.;

and 40 Strand,

London,

W.C.

BERLIN, BRUSSELS, VIENNA, ST. PETERSBURG,
MELBOURNE, and ROCHESTER, N.Y.

MOSCOW,

MILAN,
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